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Project description: 

The potential of macromolecular receptors is demonstrated by 
Nature. Proteins control almost any biological event using recog-
nition to drive catalysis, signaling processes, ions translocation, 
etc. In the classic supramolecular approach, the receptor is a mo-
lecular entity designed following the principles of complementari-
ty and preorganization. However, the complexity and specificity 
of natural receptors are still far from being reached. Monolayer 
Protected Gold Nanoparticles (MPGNs) offer an interesting 
shortcut to the development of macromolecular receptors by 
self-organization. Their coating can be considered as a three-
dimensional array of organic molecules grafted to the particle 
surface. The functional groups implemented can provide the in-
teractions for substrate recognition and the radial organization of the molecules on the particle 
surface multiply the number of interactions and provide some degree of preorganization. We have 
demonstrated that MPGNs can be turned into sensors and catalysts. Such an activity intrinsically 
implies the cooperative (or collective) recognition of substrate. However, the characterization and 
prediction of monolayer structure and activity are still challenging.  

In this project, we aim at performing a deep investigation on the recognition properties of MPGNs. 
This will include synthesis of coating molecules and MPGNs, their structural characterization, the 
assessment of their binding properties, the investigation of their interactions with biological enti-
ties. The results obtained will be integrated with atomic molecular dynamic simulations (per-
formed by our collaborators) to obtain a detailed picture. The final goal will be the realization of 
nanoparticles with programmed molecular recognition ability capable to detect and translocate 
selected molecules in complex media, including biological fluids and living organisms. 
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